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Abstract
In this paper, we have reviewed state of the art works done in the field of anomaly
detection in general and network based anomaly detection in particular. The current
anomaly detection techniques with respect to rate based network anomalies have been
examined and their strengths and weaknesses have been highlighted. The applicability of
scale-invariant property of self-similarity as a parameter for detection of anomalies from
normal network traffic behaviors has been studied in depth. From the studies of scaleinvariance and it's usage in detecting anomalies like flash crowds, DDoS attacks, outages,
portscans, etc. it was realized that wavelets are a good tool that can be used for n-level
decomposition of aggregated network traffic.

1. Introduction
It's a known fact that internet is now an integral part of everyday life. Since its birth in
the eighties it has become more and more famous amongst its users in the public domain,
defense and in the field of research. But this system was not designed for such widespread use. Due to its infrastructure weaknesses and architecture vulnerabilities on one
hand and its humongous success on the other hand it has become a heaven for malicious
users. Network intrusions or cyber intrusions have become one of the top most problems
for system administrators, network engineers as well as researchers [1]. The need for
better solutions combined with interestingness of this area has led to development and
deployment of intrusion detection algorithms in general and Network Intrusion Detection
Systems (NIDSs) in particular.
Intrusion detection research is based on two broad concepts: anomaly detection and
signature based detection [2], [3]. Anomaly detection is based on tagging of all network
traffic behavior patterns that are abnormal for an entity [1], whereas signature based
detection is based on tagging an event anomalous that has resemblance to previously
profiled signature of a known intrusion. The weakness of signature based detection
systems is that they always require a profile to be matched for detecting an intrusion or
attack whereas anomaly based detection systems declare anything going beyond a
threshold as a possible candidate for an attack or anomaly. It is because of this strength of
anomaly detection mechanisms that we chose to do state of the art study in field of
network anomaly detection.
In anomaly detection the network traffic is captured and is watched for abnormalities
in the traffic. Alarm is raised in case something abnormal raises the suspicion [3].
Network based anomaly detection therefore requires the user to first know about what is
normal traffic behavior and then the detector can be set to threshold to decide at what
level an alarm for abnormal traffic has to be raised. Examples of anomalous traffic in
today's internet include legitimate events like flash crowds, and illegitimate events like
DDoS, port-scans, outages, worms, viruses, etc.
There has been remarkable work done in the area of network based intrusion detection
systems. To name a few, some of the pioneer works have been done using techniques
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such as, statistical methods, neural networks, Markov models, fuzzy logic, decision trees
[7-10], PCA based, sketch based, clustering based, signal or spectral processing based
[11-16], etc. But there are always changes happening in the areas of network modeling
and structuring, causing the behavioral changes in the network traffic [33]. The detection
techniques for intrusions that were earlier based on signatures, have now given way to
threshold based anomaly detection. The anomaly based detection schemes therefore
require opportunities to be explored to advance the art of detecting and thwarting
network based traffic anomalies.
In this paper, we have tried to present a comprehensive survey of recent literature in
the area of network anomaly detection. In doing so, the attempt has been made to assess
the state-of-the-art work done in this area as well as consolidate the existing works. We
have given brief overview on the network intrusion detection systems in section 2, its two
broad categories-misuse based detection system in section 2.1 and anomaly based
detection system in section 2.2. The brief differentiation between host-based and networkbased network anomaly detection systems has been done in section 2.2. The field of
anomaly detection, in general and network anomaly detection in particular, is very vast
and after studying some of the highly cited survey papers in this area, we zeroed in on
anomaly detection based on transformation of the network traffic as a chosen
characteristic. The paper therefore, is an attempt to provide detailed study based on
transformation of the captured traffic from one space to another as a characteristic. Signal
based network anomaly detection being one such stream, has been covered in section 3.
The section highlights signal processing techniques, namely, statistical based approaches
in, spectral based approaches in 3.1 and wavelets based approaches in 3.3.
A brief overview on network intrusion detection systems is discussed next.

2. Network Intrusion Detection Systems
A Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) can be defined as software that is
designed to specifically detect attacks and malicious attempts made to gain unauthorized
access against computer network. An NIDS gathers information from various network
sources and does automatic analysis of signs of any intrusions or misuses and triggers
alarms for the network administrators. Figure [1] shows the taxonomy of an NIDS. For
any IDS sensors detect intrusions, analysis of the intrusion is done and appropriate
response is generated. In network intrusion detection there are two broad categories,
namely, misuse detection and anomaly detection. Since the focus of this paper is anomaly
detection, therefore we give a brief overview on misuse detection and detailed view on
anomaly detection.
2.1 Misuse Based Detection System
Misuse detection systems maintain record of intrusion patterns or rules called
signatures [17]. The detection system captures the incoming and outgoing traffic and
maps it with these signatures. When the system detects a pattern that matches with any of
these pre-recorded signatures, it triggers an alarm. There are quite a few highly successful
pattern matching systems like Bro [18] and Snort [19]. A detailed review of misuse based
detection techniques is given in a 2008 survey by Sabahi et al. [20] and a 2009 survey by
Garcia-Teodoroa et al. [21]. Misuse detection systems have high true positive rate for
intrusions that can be matched with known attack patterns but they fail adversely in the
presence of new anomalies. Moreover, maintainenace and upgradation of the signature
databases to the new attacks is very time and memory consuming process.
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The main drawbacks or weaknesses of signature based systems are:
 Signature based intrusion detection systems are automatic security models that
rely on simple, straight forward rules for detection of intrusions. But for
complicated analysis and decision making these models have been failing
increasingly [1].
 One should remember that within the last decade the network traffic complexity
and rate has increased many a folds, but signature based IDSs with their rule
based approaches have not been able to match the needs of the users. They have
failed to scale to the present day intrusions like zero-day attacks [22].
 The signatures rely on profile matching and record keeping for detecting attacks.
But they fail to detect new, unrecorded anomalies in the traffic. In today's world
newer and newer attacks are being experienced by the users and these old rule
based models are failing in such scenarios.
There is however, a second category, namely, anomaly based detection systems, of
intrusion detection that helps to solve this problem is discussed next.
2.2 Anomaly Based Detection System
Anomaly detection was introduced by Denning [3] and refers to the problem of finding
patterns in data that do not conform to expected behavior. These nonconforming patterns
are often referred to as anomalies, outliers, discordant observations, exceptions,
aberrations, surprises, peculiarities, or contaminants in different application domains [4].

Figure 1. Taxonomy of Intrusion Detection Systems wrt Anomaly Detection
An Anomaly Detection System (ADS), uses mathematical as well as signal processing
techniques to find out outliers from the normal traffic behaviors. These systems do normal
traffic profiling and whenever deviations from these profiles are detected, they are cross
checked with threshold values. Anomalous activity alarm is triggered for the outliers lying
above threshold values. Since these systems rely on dynamic threshold values therefore
they do not depend on a priori information of anomalies. Anomaly detection therefore is a
better candidate for fighting against unknown attacks and vulnerabilities. Another benefit
of anomaly detection techniques is that depending upon the underlying network the
threshold profiles can be customized thus making it difficult for the intruders to attack the
public networks. We therefore did an in-depth study of network based anomaly detection
techniques.
Anomaly detection has been further classified into host-based and network-based
anomaly detection techniques, discussed next.
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2.2.1 Host Based Anomaly Detection: Host-based anomaly detection systems deal with
single systems and collect information from the operating system call traces [23]. The
host-based agents or sensors are installed on individual machines and collect data related
to activities taking place on these machines. The collected data is called audit trails [2325]. These audit trails which are simple text files are normally not provided by the
operating systems. Modifications in the kernel are done to suit the needs of the user which
increases its cost and maintenance and hence are not appreciated by the users. But these
systems can work in encrypted environments and therefore are quite valuable. Because
they are installed on individual machines so they can work quite well in distributed
environments. A comparative evaluation of host based anomaly detection systems has
been done by Forrest et al. [26] and Dasgupta & Nino [27].
Yet they have their own disadvantages. The biggest disadvantage is that they cannot
watch the network traffic. They are heavily dependent on the host machines operating
system and therefore are not easily scalable or portable. The primary requirement of being
installed on all individual machines increases the overall installation cost for large
networks as well. Therefore, in today's internet environment host based network anomaly
detection techniques suffer from high cost of installation and scalability. We, therefore
need to study other techniques of detecting anomalies in the network traffic, namely,
network based anomaly detection.
2.2.2 Network Based Anomaly Detection: Network based anomaly detection systems
aim at protecting the entire network against intrusions by monitoring the network traffic
either on designed hosts or specific sensors. The principal challenge in automatically
detecting and classifying network based anomalies is that anomalies can span a vast range
of events: from network abuse (e.g., DoS attacks, scans, worms) to equipment failures
(e.g., outages) to unusual customer behavior (e.g., sudden changes in demand, flash
crowds, high volume flows), and even to new, previously unknown events. A general
anomaly diagnosis system should therefore be able to detect a range of anomalies with
diverse structure, distinguish between different types of anomalies and group similar ones
[28-30].
However, fast detection and classification of anomalies is a cumbersome task. Like
profiles or rule based signatures in signature based IDSs, there are no standard
thresholds that could always be applied to locate the old anomalies. Moreover, there
are no fixed set of anomalies, new ones like new types of DDoS attacks always keep
cropping up and one cannot detect them based on old threshold values. As a result
researchers and engineers are always looking out for new solutions to handle them.
Some of the areas which have been tried for detection techniques are statistical methods,
neural networks, Markov models, fuzzy logic, decision trees, PCA based, sketch based,
clustering based, signal or spectral processing based, etc. We have chosen transformation
of the signal from one domain to another as a possible characteristic for studying network
anomaly detection.
Based on transformation of the network traffic the network based anomaly detection
schemes are further divided into three categories. We have enlisted few of the important
works here:
1) PCA based Network Anomaly Detection: Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is
a coordinate transformation that forms n new axes called principal axes by mapping
set of n-dimensional network traffic data points. Dimension reduction is therefore
done by using PCA. For a given n dimensional traffic data if the variance can be
represented by d<n principal components, then the dimension of the data can be
reduced to d. Various researchers have used PCA based techniques for anomaly
detection. In [11], Yoshiki Kanda et al. combined sketches and PCA to detect and
distinguish traffic anomalies in the backbone traces measured at a single link.
Mohssen M Z E and Mohammed H et al. in [31], have used PCA based detection
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technique to determine the most significant strings for detection of polymorphic
worms. Lakhina et al. [33], applied PCA to group data into a time series and then
project it onto an anomalous sub space. In [34], the authors’ used time bin features
used by Lakhina and used them to distinguish between small scale and large scale
anomalies. Ringberg et al. [12] proved the dependence on d for different types of
network sizes and aggregations. Similar works were also done by Brauckhoff et al.
[32] who proved that PCA lacked temporal considerations. Although PCA based
network anomaly detection has been successful in detection of malicious network
traffic but they suffer from some of the inherent problems of PCA.
 PCA delivers high false positive rates due to the detector sensitivity. The
detector if highly sensitive to small variances in the number of chosen
principal components PCs in the normal subspace leads to large false
detections. The effectiveness of PCA is therefore, heavily dependent on the
levels of aggregation, that are directly responsible for the sensitivity of the
detector.
 Sometimes heavy anomalies spanning large time spans tend to contaminate
the large subspace area of PCA, leading to false alarms. If PCA could be
tuned and be made robust to heavy anomalies then it is a good technique.
The next technique that we studied was sketch based network anomaly detection.
Some of the works in this field are discussed here. It was found that sketch based
techniques require large number of input parameters for domain reductions.
2) Sketch based Network Anomaly Detection: The standard change detection
techniques like sliding window averaging, exponential smoothing, ARIMA etc.
suffer from scalability issues when applied to large network traffic traces [1], [35].
Sketch based techniques could be used to resolve the problem of scalability issues.
The network traffic data is divided into streams and passed to sketch based
technique which process them exactly once. In sketch based method, firstly the
sketch of normal traffic is generated. Then various models for forecasting are
generated. The observed sketch is compared with the forecasted model and result
is declared accordingly. Some of the pioneer works in this area have been done by
S. Pukkawanna & K. Fukuda in [13]. They have used sketches to identify source
IP addresses of anomalous traffic efficiently. The techniques in [8], [38], [46],
also rely on sketch-based network traffic analysis of dimensionality reduction.
The dimension reduction used is five-tuple of IP source, destination addresses,
source and destination ports and protocol type. The only advantage of sketch
based schemes is that they are highly scalable and could be implemented online.
Just like PCA based network anomaly detection, sketch based network anomaly
detection techniques also suffer from their inherent weaknesses like:
 Sketch based techniques suffer majorly at deployment issues. The
technique is based on selection of minimal number of parameters for
sketching the subspace. For today's highly dynamic traffic parameter
reduction is time consuming and complex.
 Monitoring and then selection of the parameters for wide variety and ever
changing anomalies is cumbersome task. The systems therefore result in
slow and inaccurate detections.
There is however, a new promising detection technique, namely, signal processing based
network anomaly detection, which is being explored these days. Since the focus of work in
this paper is area of using wavelets for computing self similarity falls under signal
processing based network anomaly detection therefore, we cover this separately in
section 3.
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3. Signal Based Network Anomaly Detection
Considering that the computer networks especially internet as a system whose traffic is
comprised of signals, the techniques of signal processing can be applied for network
anomaly detection. However, signal processing for network anomaly detection involves
the challenge of dealing with first order stationarity, self-similarity, long-range
dependence or heavy-tailed distributions and implementation problems due to complex
and highly dynamic nature of the internet and its applications [40]. Nevertheless,
sufficient amount of work has been carried out to prove the usefulness of the above
mentioned properties in distinguishing an anomalous traffic from normal traffic behavior.
Signal processing techniques have been applied to identify network anomalies as well as
study network characteristics such as routing and congestion. The biggest advantage of
signal processing is that the techniques can be applied to aggregated flows and lesser
number of parameters is needed for the job. We next discuss various ways in which signal
processing has been used by researchers for anomaly detection. We have categorized
signal processing techniques into three types, namely, Statistical Based Approaches
(SBA), Spectral Analysis (SPA) and Wavelet Based Approaches (WBA). We discuss
them in detail in sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
3.1 Statistical Signal Based Network Anomaly Detection Approaches
Statistical Anomaly detection techniques assume that normal data occurs in high
probability regions of a stochastic model, while anomalies occur in the low probability
regions of the stochastic model.
The anomalies in internet traffic are widely diversified and it is difficult to characterize
them all, and high volume makes them harder to identify. Over the years they have been
classified and categorized depending upon different methodologies and approaches.
Statistical techniques fit a statistical model to the given data and then apply a statistical
inference test to determine if an unseen instance belongs to this model or not. Instances
with low probability of been generated from the learned model are declared as anomalies.
Statistical anomaly detection techniques have been categorized as parametric and nonparametric [4]. Parametric Measures are used when a distribution of the profiled
attributes is assumed to fit a particular pattern whereas Non-parametric Measures are
used when the distribution of the profiled attribute is gathered from a set of historical
values observed over a period of time. We give brief overview of parametric and nonparametric techniques.
3.1.1 Statistical Parametric Techniques: Based on the type of distribution assumed,
parametric techniques are categorized as Gaussian Model (GM) based, Regression Model
(RM) based and mixtures of Parametric Distribution based.
1) Gaussian Model Based: GM assumes Gaussian distribution of the data. The
parameters are estimated using Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLE). The
distance to the estimated mean gives anomaly score and using threshold value on
anomaly scores anomalies are extracted. Distance to the mean is computed in
many different ways. GM based techniques have been applied in domains like
medicine, process quality control, structural engineering, operating systems,
network intrusion detections, etc. to detect univariate} and multivariate
anomalies. Some of the popular Gaussian based models are Box plot rule [47],
Grubb’s test [48], student's t-test [49], modified version of t-test called Hotelling
t2-test [50] and Chi-Square Statistic [51].
2) Regression Model Based: For each tested instance, the residual is used to
determine anomaly score in a regression model fitted data. Several types of
regression model techniques exist in the literature. The popular ones are Robust
Regression [52], robust regression applied to Auto-regressive Integrated Moving
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Average (ARIMA) models [53], [54], Exponentially Weighted Moving Average
(EWMA) [56], and Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) [57].
3) Mixture of Parametric Distributions Based: Mixed parametric distributions are a
mixture of parametric statistical distributions that are used to model the data.
There are two subcategories in this. The first subcategory considers normal
instances as one type of parametric distributions and anomalies as another set of
parametric distributions. In the testing phase the test sample is checked to
determine to which distribution-normal or anomalous it belongs and the Grubb's
test} is tested on both the distributions to determine which of them is normal and
which one is anomalous. The second subcategory of mixed parametric techniques
models only the normal instances of a set as a mixture of parametric distributions.
Any test instance that is an outlier to any of the learned models is considered as
an anomaly.
3.1.2 Statistical Non Parametric Techniques: The non-parametric statistical model
structure is not defined beforehand, but is determined from given data. Histogram based
and Kernel function based models are two popular non parametric techniques.
1) Histogram Based: These techniques are popular in network intrusion detection
community [36], [58-59]. The technique can be applied to both univariate and
multivariate data sets. This technique consists of two steps: First step involves
building a histogram and second step involves checking the bins of histogram in
which test instance will fall. The instances that fail to fall in any of the bins are
considered anomalous. Key challenge for histogram based techniques is to
determine an optimal size of the bins to construct the histogram that maintains a
low false alarm rate and a low false negative rate. For multivariate data, basic
technique is to construct attribute wise histogram.
2) Kernel Function-Based: A non-parametric technique for probability density
estimation is parzen windows estimation. This involves using kernel functions to
approximate the actual density. Anomaly detection techniques based on kernel
functions are similar to the parametric methods described earlier. The only
difference is in the way density estimation technique is used. Desforges et al. [60],
proposed a semi-supervised statistical technique to detect anomalies, which uses
kernel functions to estimate the probability distribution function (pdf) for the
normal instances. A new instance, which lies in the low probability area of this
pdf is declared to be anomalous. Similar application of parzen windows is
proposed for network intrusion detection.
Table 1. Comparison of Statistical Anomaly Detection Techniques
wrt No. of Parameters
Reference
Eleazar E. [71]
Constantine M. et al. [72]
Matthew V. M. et al. [17]
Ke W. et al. [73]
Xiuyao S. et al. [74]
Parmindar C. et al. [75]
Federico S. W. et al. [9]
Yu M. [76]

No. of Parameters
2
3
2
3
3
2
4
1

Detection Technique
Probabilistic model
Statistical & neural model
LERAD
Payload statistical model
GMM
FDR model
GLRT model
Adaptive CUSUM

Table [1] enlists some of the works with respect to statistical detection technique used and
number of parameters required for input. While studying the works of different
researchers our primary focus was to look out for the required number of input parameters
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for detection of anomalies. We believe that for heavily fast and dynamically changing
network traffic it is important to be able to apply techniques on aggregated flows, rather
than capturing and analyzing the packets individually. The need for lesser number of
parameters therefore asks for further studying.
Drawbacks of Statistical Techniques: Main drawbacks of spectral techniques are:
 The foremost drawback of statistical techniques is that for network anomaly
detection they rely on the assumption that the traffic follows some definitive
distribution. For internet traffic this is seldom true and hence statistical techniques
cannot be used single to detect anomalies.
 Another big challenge is of finding the right hypothesis test so as to correctly
distinguish anomalies from regular traffic with complex characteristics.
We therefore need a technique for anomaly detection which can adjust to dynamically
changing behaviors of network traffic and anomalies. Spectral based network anomaly
detection approaches, discussed next, are one such possible solution.
3.2 Spectral Signal Based Network Anomaly Detection Approaches
Spectral approaches transform the network traffic data to a lower dimensional
subspace in order to find clearly distinguishable points of variability between the normal
instances and the traffic anomalies [4], [55]. Generally, subspace reduction in spectral
techniques is done by using PCA. Series of adjacency matrix graphs is used to trace an
anomaly. For each window of captured data, an activity vector is calculated. Principal left
singular vector (PLSV) is then formed to trace the normal dependencies. When the new
data is captured it is compared with the activity vector and it's PLSV to find an anomaly.
Another spectral technique of Compact Matrix Decomposition has been used by Sun et al.
[61]. Spectral techniques are a combination of PCA based mechanisms and statistical
computations. C. M. Cheng et al. in [16] used spectral analysis technique for
distinguishing normal TCP traffic from rate-limited DoS attacks. Similarly, M. Thotton
and C. Ji in [69] used spectral processing to detect anomalies in IP network traffic.
Spectral analysis to TCP flows has also been applied by Y. Chen et al. in [70] to protect
from reduction of quality attacks. More cases of spectral techniques using wavelets are
discussed later. Table [2] shows some of the works, with respect to number of parameters
and detection rate, where spectral techniques have been applied for anomaly detection.
Drawbacks of Spectral Techniques: Main drawbacks of spectral techniques are:
 Spectral techniques are PCA dependent, which means that they show good
efficiency only if the distinction between anomalous traffic and normal traffic can
be done in lower dimensions of the network traffic data.
 For very large and fast internet traffic, spectral techniques with high
computational difficulty and non-scalability are not very useful.
This paper is focused on usage of wavelets for detection of anomalous traffic in computer
network traffic. Wavelets based network anomaly detection techniques are discussed next.
3.3 Wavelets Signal Based Network Anomaly Detection Approaches
Wavelets first entered the literature in the mid-80’s, with the work of Grossman and his
colleagues [62]. There has since been a rapid growth of wavelet applications in areas as
diverse as quantum mechanics, audio signal analysis and image processing. V. AlarconAquino and J.A. Barria brought in the application of wavelets into Network Anomaly
Detection [63].
Reason for choosing wavelets: The wavelet tool allows a single signal to be decomposed
in several signals representing different frequencies. High frequencies indicate
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spontaneous behavior by traffic while low frequencies exhibit global behavior by traffic.
Detection techniques therefore could be used to locate local and global variances,
monitoring statistical changes in signals and measuring self-similar behavioral changes in
the signal. It is for these reasons that wavelets were of high interest to us.

Figure 2. Taxonomy of Wavelets based Network Anomaly Detection
Schemes
As shown in Figure [2], the paper covers use of wavelets in anomaly detection by
dividing them into three categories, namely, statistical & wavelets based detection
techniques, spectral & wavelets based detection techniques and self-similarity based
wavelet detection techniques. The detailed study on the three techniques is presented next.
3.3.1 Statistical & Wavelets Based Detection Techniques: First line of detection
methods focuses on signal processing by monitoring statistical changes in signals. Huang
et al. [78] proposed a network disruption detection method by applying PCA to networkwide routing updates data and developed a tool called Waveman for real time waveletbased analysis of network traffic anomalies. They tested with different wavelets and
concluded that Coiflet and Paul wavelets perform better in computing percentage
deviation and entropy of the signal. The anomalies considered were DoS and portscans.
The pioneer work of Kim and Reddy in [79] and Kompella et al. in [80] also used
wavelets based statistical approaches. They have used DWT to transform the data of
destination IP addresses for correlation. The anomalies like DDoS attacks, portscans,
worms etc. were detected with the help of statistical tool. Xiapu Luo et al. in [81]
addressed the problem of detecting PDoS attacks by implementing Vanguard, which used
a CUSUM algorithm to detect three traffic anomalies induced by PDoS attacks. Wavelets
have been used to extract the desired frequency components of the computer network data
traffic and TCP ACKs traffic. Change point detection algorithm is then applied to localize
point of change.
K. Limthong et al.'s method performed wavelet-based analysis and a statistical
distance calculation of University centre three month long traces on outbound traffic [82].
The detection algorithm generated a baseline region for each level of wavelet component
and compared it with the outgoing network traffic baselines. The derived baselines from
the statistical parameters were stored in the normal behavior database and their lower and
upper bounds are used for comparisons. The technique could discover short duration
malicious behavior as well as long duration anomalous behavior in a small volume of
packets.
P. Shinde et al., in [64] firstly smoothened the traffic using EWMA and afterwards
used wavelet analysis tool to analyze the smoothened signal using energy distribution.
The authors considered that when there was a DoS attack the traffic pattern changed
considerably and that change which could be detected using energy distribution analysis
of wavelet.
For example, K.G. Kyriakopoulos and D.J. Parish [65] used wavelets to look out for
anomalies in the real network traffic traces. They did MRA using Haar wavelet and
thresholds were decided based on popular statistical Donoho-Johnstone universal
threshold technique. In order to determine the accurate location of the anomaly the
coefficients are scanned in progressive way from the largest scale to the smallest scale.
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Jun Gao et al. [66] implemented scale-adaptive method based on db6 wavelet packet.
The detection algorithm used the same deviation score computational method proposed by
P. Barford for reconstruction of the signal. Wavelet packet detection model selectively
located the scales where presence of anomalous traffic could be measured beyond
threshold value. The regenerated signal used only the coefficients from the scales where
anomaly was detected. Our concern is that when the flow of incoming traffic is very high
this approach tends to slow down the detection process.
To explore more into wavelets C. Callegari et al. [67] tried to use Wavelet Packet
Transforms (WPT). They have used Haar and Db2 wavelets to experiment on DARPA
datasets. Three different algorithms were tested with high failure rate for two. The third
algorithm has good success rate with a limitation of small window sizes. We think that
using WPT for signal analysis in networks is not a good choice for two basic reasons,
firstly the cost of using both the approximation and detail coefficients is very high and
secondly the small window sizes are not the best choice in real time anomaly detection
systems.
From the study of statistical wavelets based anomaly detection techniques we realized
that though they are successful in detecting network anomalies but like any other
statistical technique they suffer from overly relying on definitive distribution of traffic
which is difficult to maintain in real traffic scenarios. They also suffer from correctly
distinguishing the normal and abnormal traffic based on correct hypothesis.
Spectral analysis frees us from the burden of analyzing the traffic at packet level. The
techniques can be applied to aggregated flows. We study spectral wavelets based
detection techniques next.
Table 2. Comparison of Spectral Anomaly Detection Techniques
Reference
He X. [77]

P*
3

Barford P. et al. [84]
Magnaghi A. et al. [89]
Bartlett G. et al. [85]
Carl G. et al. [86]
Hamdi M. et al. [87]
Lu W. et al. [88]
Dainotti A. et al. [91]
Li L. et al. [92]
Chen Y. et al. [70]

4
4
2
3
5
15
5
5

Detection Technique
Fingerprint pattern matching, ML
Classifier
Local variance shift using wavelets
Locality principle measure
Iterated filtering
Change points in the CUSUM
Lipschitz singularities
ARX model
CUSUM & Adaptive Threshold
Energy distribution variation
Gaussian distribution, DFT

Attacks Detected
18 DDoS
>100 DoS
TCP-DoS
Low-rate
DoS
DoS
DoS
DoS
DDoS flood
RoQ

P*: Number of Parameters

3.3.2 Spectral & Wavelets Based Detection Techniques: Spectral methods of detection
involve finding global and local variances in wavelet coefficients to detect respective
short and long-term anomalies. Hussain et al. [83] applied spectral techniques to time
series of packet arrivals to distinguish between single and multi source attacks, and
identified repeat attacks. They argued characteristics of attack ramp-up and spectral
behavior cannot be forged. Based on their novel algorithm they detected DoS attacks &
80 live attacks. Barford et al. [84] have used wavelets to analyze SNMP and flow-level
information to identify DoS attack and other high frequency anomalies. They did pioneer
work by using wavelets and demonstrated that based on shift in local variance wavelets
can be quite effective in detecting abnormal traffic from normal traffic. Similarly,
Magnaghi et al. [89] detected anomalies within TCP flows using a wavelet-based
approach to identify network misconfigurations. They measured the variations in the
Round Trip Times of the TCP protocol at different scales and computed the energy at
each level. Using the locality principle they detected the anomalies.
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G. Bartlett et al. in [85] used Haar wavelet to look at periodicity between flows to
identify hosts which maintain regular contact while considering low frequency behavior
under long observation windows and used iterated filtering for full decomposition. There
work focused only on low-rate DoS flow periodicities. Carl et al. in [86] on the other
hand applied Haar wavelets transform for detecting change-points in the CUSUM statistic.
The detection was two step process, in first step increase in the rate of traffic was found
out and later single vanishing moment of Haar wavelets was used to capture the abrupt
and linear increase in the CUSUM. Hamdi and Boudriga in [87] have also used wavelets
to decompose a set of metrics in order to find out an anomaly. Anomalies were traced as
Lipschitz singularities occurring at specific points in time. Lu and A.A. Ghorbani in [88]
did an extensive study of wavelet basis functions. They used GMM and experimented
with different wavelets but found no particular wavelet to be fit for detection and
classification of DDoS attacks.
A. Dainotti et al. in [90] designed a system with a two-stage architecture that
combined change point detection approaches with CWT. This work was important
because in time series analysis only DWTs are performed with advantage of being able to
decompose the signal into finite set of coefficients and being able to reconstruct the signal
using decomposed coefficients. CWT lacks this property. Using Morlet wavelet they
detected anomalies in approximately 12000 time signals.
And L. Li et al. in [92], observed that the aggregated network traffic has strong bursty
behavior across wide range of time scales and wavelets could be used to capture temporal
correlation across multiple time scales with low computational cost so they utilized
energy distribution based on wavelet analysis to detect DDoS attack traffic.
Yu Chen et al. [95-96] on the other hand have done elaborate study of Low-rate DDoS
attacks or Shrew attacks. In this paper a novel approach has been proposed that filters
shrew attacks by analyzing the amplitude spectrum distribution in the frequency domain.
Packet arrivals in time domain are transformed into frequency domain by Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) and filter is constructed using hypothesis-test theory. More than 10,000
simulated signals are successfully detected. Table [2] shows comparison of spectral
anomaly detection techniques with respect to number of parameters, detection scheme and
types of DDoS attacks detected.
After studying various works on spectral based anomaly detection techniques we
observed that spectral techniques are good at anomaly detection. But spectral \& wavelets
based techniques suffer mainly at two points:
 First being that spectral techniques alone are not self sufficient in detecting varied
types of anomalies, especially DDoS attacks. A spectral technique may be good
for one attack but may produce high false rate for another DDoS attack. With
increase in number of detected anomalies there is increase in number of input
parameters required for detection.
 Secondly, for complicated domains or heavy anomalies they suffer heavy losses
and their cost for per degree of freedom also increases.
Next section discusses the use of self-similarity in network based anomaly detection.
3.3.3 Self-Similarity Based Wavelet Techniques: The studies by [39-40] laid seeds of
presence of scale-invariant behavior called self-similarity in network traffic. This resulted
in lots of interest by engineering community in measuring self-similarity and interpreting
the reasons behind the scale-invariant behavior in the network traffic [41-45], [93]. Selfsimilarity estimators are approximate methods used to measure the burstiness property of
a time-series. Taqqu et al [68] provide a detailed study of different estimators that are
currently available.
Z. Xia et al. in [98] detected DDoS flooding attacks in real-time and used H to
determine its intensity. The proposed process computes DWT and Schwarz information
criterion of the network traffic, finds out the Hurst variations and then uses intelligent
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fuzzy logic technology to analyze the Hurst parameter and its changing rate to find out the
intensity of the flooding DDoS attack. R. Xunyi et al. in [97] have use coefficient
variance analysis using wavelets to accurately detect and identify anomalies in the
network. M. Li in [99] used averaged Hurst factor H for anomalous traffic like DDoS in
comparison to general network traffic and by minutely capturing H values detected the
attacks. The technique has been tested on Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory datasets.
S. Rawat and C. S. Sastry in [100] were inspired by the methods that use the property
of self similarity in computer network traffic as normal behavior and any deviation from it
leading to be an anomaly. There method is different in the sense that rather than using
Hurst estimated values directly to look out for deviation from normal behavior they
measured gradient in H to trace out an anomaly. They have used a rather unusual wavelet
Symlet for their study. S. Chatterjee [106] have demonstrated a new wavelet
decomposition technique to detect a change in the Hurst parameter. The technique tests
the variance structure of the wavelet coefficients at multiple scales and uses changes in
variance to signal a change in the value of the Hurst parameter. The authors devised a new
method whereby they find out the subsets of overlapping and non overlapping variances
and choose the subset with maximum number of non overlapping levels. The results are
better as compared to traditional approaches. Db6 wavelet has been used. No tests have
been conducted on network traffic anomalies.
Table 3. Comparison of Self-Similarity Based Anomaly Detection
Techniques
Reference
Xunyi R. et al.
[97]
Li M. et al. [99]

YOP*
2007

P*
3

Detection Technique
Wavelet variance analysis

Remarks
Detected TCP flooding
attack
DDoS flood detected

2006

1

Sastry C. S.
[100]

2005

NM*

Cheng X. et al.
[101]

2009

NM*

Auto correlation wavelet
function
Model
Wavelets energy
distribution
Model
HHT wavelet coefficients
variance
method

Sheng Z. et al.
[101]
Zhang H. [103]

2010

6

R/S variance analysis

2009

NM*

Luo X. et al. [81]

2009

4

Parallel DIF-FFT to
generate
SS traffic, R/S & VT plot
DTW model Tested

Ribeiro V. J. et
al. [105]

2006

6

Multifractal wavelet model

Zhengmin X. et
al. [98]
Lu L. F. et al.
[104]

2010

3

DWT and SIC

2011

5

Modified Wavelet Analysis
method & Isomap

Detected two DoS attacks

Measured periodicity impact
as anomaly

Detected self-generated
LDoS attacks
Parallel computation of H
was done
LBNL & WIDE n/w
traces for PDoS
Applied multi fractal
property of wavelets to
capture effect of
different protocols
DoS attacks
Detected two DoS attacks

YOP*-Year of Publication; P*-Number of Parameters; NM*-Not Mentioned

X. Cheng et al. [101] state that since the wavelet transform fails to exclude the
influence of non-stationary signal’s periodicity and trend term and the fact that HilbertHuang Transform (HHT) has unique advantage on non-stationary signal treatment
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therefore they have used modified self-similar parameter estimation algorithm to detect
anomalies in the network traffic. Z. Sheng et al. [102] highlighted how Hurst could be
used for detection of low rate DoS attacks using the four fields of IP header. Z. Huachuan
et al. [103] on the other hand has used distributed environment to generate self-similar
network traffic. M. Li et al. [91] discovered that the traffic at any given time of the day is
similar to the traffic at that time for another day. And therefore using probability function
combined with Db4 based DWT analysis the abrupt change in the days traffic can be
measured and DDoS attack can be detected. The plus point of this technique is that one
does not need to zero in on the starting point for sampling window. The drawback is it's
inefficiency in distinguishing between DDoS attacks and flash crowds.
X. Luo and R. K. C. Chang [81] have also contributed in one of the preliminary works
done in establishing the characteristic of computer network traffic being long range
dependent at small as well as large scales and bringing an exposure to self similar nature
of the traffic. In their work they have tested both the Poisson properties and the LRD
properties of the network traffic at different time scales using Haar wavelets. They
concluded that an at large time scale the traffic is self-similar, Gaussian and has Poissonlike variance-mean relation and at small time scales the traffic has more variations with
multi-fractal, non-Gaussian, and quadratic variance-mean relation. The team of V. J.
Ribeiro et al. [105] also performed an extensive wavelet analysis of internet backbone
traffic and observed that for a majority of the traces, at small time scales the second-order
scaling exponents are fairly close to 0.5H, indicating nearly uncorrelated traffic
fluctuations at these time scales. However, there were some instances where the
exponents do exhibit moderately large scaling behavior 0.7H approx at small time scales.
L. F. Lu et al. [104] have proposed Modified Wavelet Analysis method which is based
on the existing Isomap algorithm and wavelet analysis which computes Hurst values and
detects DDoS attack based on Hurst variations.
Table [3] enlists some of the important works where self-similarity based detection
techniques have been explored for detection of attacks. Majority of the works have used
self-similarity in collaboration with other statistical technique for detection of attacks.
Moreover, number of attacks detected is also confined to certain set of attacks only. No
scheme was self-sufficient in detecting high rate as well as low rate DDoS attacks using
self-similarity as a single input parameter.

4. Conclusions
The important points observed in the study of self-similarity and wavelets based
network anomaly detection techniques were, firstly, Self-similarity or scale-invariance has
been observed in the network traffic and are a measurable value. Secondly, Normal traffic
exhibits self-similar behavior and any deviation or variance in self-similarity could be
used for detecting abnormal traffic. Thirdly, Self-similarity parameter can be used as a
single parameter for detection of anomalies in network traffic.
In this paper, we reviewed previous works done in the field of anomaly detection in
general and network based anomaly detection in particular. The current anomaly detection
techniques with respect to rate based network anomalies were examined and their
strengths and weaknesses were studied. The applicability of scale-invariant property of
self-similarity as a parameter for detection of anomalies from normal network traffic
behaviors as deeply studied. From the studies of scale-invariance and it's usage in
detecting anomalies like flash crowds, DDoS attacks, outages, portscans, etc. it was
realized that wavelets are a good tool that can be used for n-level decomposition of
aggregated network traffic.
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